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Abstract: The author's decomposition method [1] provides a new, efficient computational procedure for solving large 
classes of nonlinear (and/or stochastic) equations. These include differential equations containing polynomial, 
exponential, nd trigonometric terms, negative or irrational powers, and product nonlinearities [2]. Also included are 
partial differential equations [3], delay-differential equations [4], algebraic equations [5], and matrix equations [6] 
which describe physical systems. Essentially the method provides asystematic computational procedure for equations 
containing any nonlinear terms of physical significance. The procedure depends on calculation of the author's An, a 
finite set of polynomials [1,13] in terms of which the nonlinearities can be expressed. This paper shows important 
properties of the A n which ensure an accurate and computable convergent solution by the author's decomposition 
method [1]. Since the nonlinearities and/or stochasticity which can be handled are quite general, the results are 
potentially extremely useful for applications and make a number of common approximations such as linearization, 
unnecessary. 
Keywords: nonlinear differential equations, decomposition method, nonlinear operators convergence. 
1. Introduction 
The inversion of linear and nonlinear operators which may be stochastic, or deterministic as a 
special case, can be carried out using the decomposition method and the A, polynomials [1]. This 
makes practical a new approach to dynamical system problems in many areas of scientific 
research which involve nonlinear and/or  stochastic behavior. These can include nuclear eactors 
[7], lasers, control systems [8], physiological systems uch as the cardiovascular system, or the 
national economy [9] and a variety of others [10]. For many physical systems, strongly nonlinear 
behavior and even violent fluctuations can be essential features. Turbulence, for example, is such 
a case. Modeling of such problems leads to nonlinear stochastic (differential or partial differen- 
tial) operator equations. The prevalent generally used methods for solving these equations have 
been unsatisfactory in many instances ince linearization, perturbation, and averaging procedures 
can create serious discrepancy between the consequent mathematical solution and the physical 
model. 
2. Preliminary discussion--calculation f the A. 
Let N be a nonlinear (nondifferential) operator such that Ny is a function f (y )  such as y2, yS, 
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eY, sin y, etc. We can also consider operators such that we get f( y, y’), f( y, y’, y”), etc., e. 
Ny = =f(v’L 
etc., and these further cases have been previously discussed by Adomian and Rach [ll], al 
limit ourselves here to functions f(y). 
An operator equation of the form Fy = x where x = x(t) and F is an algebraic or differ 
operator such that Fy = Ly + Ny where Ly is a linear term and Ny is a nonlinear term f( 
must be invertible although if it is not, it is again decomposed so we can begin with an inve 
operator. Since we deal with physical systems, inputs are bounded. ’ The equation is solv 
decomposition writing y = F-lx = CF_p,, x”Fnvlx where the Fnm’ are to be determined and i 
parameters for grouping terms (not a perturbation parameter). 2 Equivalently, y = CF_,,A”y, 
nonlinear term Ny is represented by Cr_p,, PA,, where the A,, are Adomian’s previously dc 
polynomials [l]. These are defined such that each A,, depends on y,,, y,, . . . ,y, only w 
calculated from the linear part of the equation and use of initial or boundary conditions. 
each y, + 1 is calculable since it depends only on the yO, yl,. . . , y,, . For the simple non 
operators above, the A, have been given as 
A, = 
x-o’ 
suppressing arguments. With this y = L-lx - L-‘Ny becomes y = y0 - L-lC~_O,,A, hence 
CT_ ,, y,, is calculable. 
These implicit differentiations are cumbersome and seeking explicit differentiations [ll: 
can write D = d/dh = (d y/dX)(d/d y). Each D”f is evaluated at X = 0 and divided by n!. I 
relations are given by 
$Y(X) = n!y,, ~f(YW)l h_O = $Yo) = k(YcJ. 
The D”f for n > 0 can be written as a sum from v = 1 to n of terms d”f/d y’ with coeffic 
which are polynomials in the d”y/dX’. Thus 
D’f=dfdy 
dy dX’ 
3 + 3 d2f dy d2y ; df d3y -__ 
dy2 dX dX2 dy dX3 ’ 
Denote the n th coefficient for the n th derivative D”f by c( Y, n) and write 
D”f = k C(V, n)F(v), 
v-l 
e.g., 
D’f = ~(1, 3)F(l) + ~(2, 3)F(2) + ~(3, 3)F(3). 
’ We assume x(t)- Ny is continuous with respect to t, y (in a convex region) and aNy/ay exists and is bounc 
2 The X’s are later set equal to 1 but are a convenience in some problems [l]. 
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All c( i, j) can be generated from the recurrence rule (for 1~ i, j Q n) 
c(i,j)=-j.-{c(i,j- l)}+%{C(i-l,j-l)}, 
letting ~(0, 0) = 1 and ~(1, 0) = 0. As a convenience define the explicit derivatives 
Now 
c(0, 0) = #(l, 0) = 1, 
c(1, 1) =& { c&O)} +N, W(O, OH =-&{O) -W(l, l)(l) =J,(l. 1). 
Observing ~(0, j) = 0 when j > 0, 
c(2,2) = -& (c(2.1)}+~(1,l)(c(l.1)}=~(0)+~(1,~)~(1,1)=~(1,2), 
c(1,2)=-& (C(l,l)} +$W, Q{c(O, 1)) =&l, l>+lt,(f, Q(O) =tIt(2,1>, 
c(3,3,=5 { 43,2)} +J/(Ll){c(2,2)} = $4,0\cl(lY 2) = +(k 3L 
c(2,3) = & { 42,2)j +44, W(l, 2)) =-&(l, 2)-W(L W4291) 
= 2#(L 1)442,1> +44 W(2,Q = 3441 W(2, I), 
c(l, 3) = $ { c(L2)) = $(2,1) = #(3,1> 
TO calculate any D”fmultiply the c( Y, n) by F(V) for the range from 1 to n and sum. Then the A, 
are given by 
A” = $D”Fj,_,. 1 
Thus 
4 = +‘fh-o ‘“f(Yo) = MYOL * 
4 = +‘fl,_o = 4L lMY0) = 403 Wl(YtJ “YMYOL 
4 = &‘2.fl~=o 
=9{4,2)& +4L2)~,} =t{J/(& lb, ++w)h,) 
=fpY2h +Y:h,} =Y2~~~Y~)+~Y~~2tYo), 
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A3 = ~.v { c(1, 3)h 1 + c(2, 3)h 2 + c(3, 3)h 3 ) 
1 
= 3--~" ( if(3, 1)h~ + 3q,(1, 1)q,(2, 1)h 2 + tp(1, 3)h3) 
1 
= 3-]'. {(3!) y3hl + 3!yly2h 2+ y3h 3 } 
=-~ (6Y3hl +6yay2h2 +y3h3 } =y3hl +yly2h2 + -~y3h 3, 
I f f (y ) -y ,  h o =y,  h 1 = 1, and h i = 0 for i >_- 2 consequently A o =Yo, Aa =Yl, A2 =Y2 . . . . .  A, =y,  
or since y = E~-o)¢Yi and n!y, = d"y/dh"lx=o 
1 } x-o 1D"Yx=o 1 d"y x=o' A. =-~-f. D"( f (y )  = = n! 
A , .= l{n!y , .}=y, . .  
Thus Y.+a =Y.+~(Y.) so in the linear case. y.+a depends only on the term preceding it as first 
demonstrated by the author. 
We can now write in general 
1 2 
Ao--ho(Yo), Al=hl(Yo)y, ,  A2=hl(Yo)Y2 +'h2(Yo)-~.ya, 
1 3 
A3 = hl(Yo) Y3 + h2(Yo)YaY2 + h3(Yo)-~. Yi , 
[ 12  ] 1 z 14  
A,=hl(Yo)Y,  + h2(Yo) -~.Y2 +Y, Y3 +h3(Yo)-~..Y, 2 + h,(Yo)-~..Yl , 
1 2 
As = hl(Yo) Ys + h2(Yo)[Y2Y3 + YlY4] + h3(Yo)[ylly22 +-~.YlY3] 
1 3 1 5 
+h4(Yo)~.YlY2 +hs(Yo)~.Ya, 
1 2 
, [1  21 2 1 3 1 4 . 1 6 
+h4(Yo)[-~.Yl -~.Y2 +-~. YlY3] +h,(Yo)--~.YlY2 +h6(Yo)~.Y, 
3. Convergence 
Consider the (deterministic) nonlinear equation Ly + Ny = x. Then Ly = x -  Ny or y = L - ix  
L-aNy L-ax -1 ~ o~ - = - L E . .oA ,  = E,=oY, where 
Ao=f(yo)=ho(Yo),  Al=c(1,1)h,=ylhl(Yo),  
1 2 A2=c(1,2)h 1+ c(2,2)h2=y2hl(yo)+-~..ylh2(Yo), 
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which are finite polynomials in Yo since Yl, Y2 .. . .  can be given in terms of Yo. 
yo = L-aX= fo'l(t, r )x(r )  dr, 
assume Ix(t)l < M 1 for t ~ T and II(t, 'r)l < M 2 for t, r ~ T. Hence 
lyo l  = M2Ma fo td~ = M2Mlt, 
Yl = -L - IAo - -  - fo'l( l, r)ho(Yo) dr, 
Y2 = -L - I&  = - fo'l( l, r)Ylhl(yo) dr, 
We will consider ym type nonlinearities and for simplicity 2 specifically. Now 
f0' f0 t A'¢3/I/2 13 Yl = -- l(t, "r)yo 2dr ,  lYll = -M2 I t -axt-axl  d~" = -~"2"q  ~. ,  
t s 
Y2-- -L-I(2YoY~) = -2L-1L- lxL-1L-1xL- lx ,  lY21 --- 2M52M~ 5-7." 
We can absorb the 1/n! into the coefficients and write 
A,,= ~ C(v,n)h,(Yo). 
~'~1 
Then, for example 
A 3 = C(1, 3)h I + C(2, 3)h 2 + C(3, 3)h 3 or 
A s = C(1, 5)h I + C(2, 5)h 2 + - ' -  + C(5, 5)h s 
etc. The n-term approximation q~,, is given by 
n-I ~ n-1 
#',, =Yo - L-1 ~ A,, 0,,+1 =Yo - L-1 A, =Yo - L-1 ~ - L- IA. ,  
i=0 i=0 i=0 
I¢,+1 -¢, , I  = -IL-1A,,I = - ly, ,+l l - - '  0. 
Examination of the components y, term by term shows convergent terms for any term ym. Let's 
consider m = 2 as an example. Let l(t, r) be bounded by M t, x(t) bounded by M x (n the 
almost-everywhere s nse if x is stochastic). The first term of y =~.,~-oY,, is Yo = L - ix= 
fgl( t, r )x ( r )d ' r  which is MiMxt. The second isy 1 = L- ly 2 = L-1L- lxL- lx  = M2M3t3/3!. Multi- 
ply and divide the second term by M x to write (Ma~M3t3/3!)/Mx. The third term is 2M3M~tS/5I 
which can be written (MSxM~tS/5!)/(2/M2). The next term is M~MTtT/7! + 4M4M7tT/7[ or 
{(MTM,7/7!)/M3~} + {(MTMITtT/7[)/(4/M3)}. Each term is in the form (M~M~'tn/n!) divided 
by increasing powers of M x, i.e., the series is bounded by exp(MxMtt ) /M ~ where a is a positive 
exponent. The series converges for all finite t. For y. we have { (MxMIt)2~ + 1/(2n + 1)! } /M~ and 
y. + 0 as n --* oo for any finite t. A series behaving like t"/n! would have the (n + 1)th term 
divided by the nth term equal to (t,,+l/(n + 1)!)/(n!/t ~) =t /n  and approach zero for finite t as 
n + 0o. This series converges much faster as illustrated by many examples often yielding stable 
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accurate results in a few terms to a dozen terms. 
It has been shown that nonlinear terms can be expanded in the A n polynomials which 
approach zero for high n and consequently the decomposition method yields an accurate 
solution. More complete discussions appear in [10,11,12]. 
The following (anharmonic oscillator) example clearly shows the expected behavior: 
d20 
+ k 2 sin 0 = 0, 0(0) -- 3' = constant, 0'(0) = 0. 
dt 2 
The solution is 
(kt)2 . ~ (kt)6 
O(t) = 3" - ~ sm ~/+ sin 3' cos 3' - ~ • Isin 3' c0s23' - 3 sin33'l + . . . .  
If 3' is small this reduces to 
O(t) = 3' cos kt, 
i.e., the result for the linear harmonic oscillator. 
To verify solutions with 0 n --- n-1 E~ 0Yi substitute into Ly + Ny = x( t) 
n--1 
LdPn+I + E A i=x( t )  
i-O 
thus approximating the derivative term to Yl, for example, by writing ~2 =Y0 + Yl, the EA i would 
include only A 0 since Yl = -L -1Ao and depends only on A 0. 
= E~-0 Y, for y, we have By solving the equation Ly + Ny = x using the approximation ~n . -1  
~kn=L- Ix -L -~EAn but l imn._ ,~n=y and l imn_.~EAn=Ny, so the equation is satisfied. 
Existence and uniqueness are guaranteed by the previously stated [1] continuity and boundedness 
requirements which are reasonable for physical problems. 
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